We performed two additional robustness checks for the results reported in Table 4 . First, we incorporated additional dummy variables to capture buyer bean type and seller bean type fixed effects. Second, we incorporated Heckman selection models to correct for some of the potential biases that arise from the unbalanced panel data used in our analysis.
in growing specific types of coffee beans. To incorporate such expertise differences, we included dummy variables for each bean type buyer (Model A) and bean type seller (Model B) combination ( BB bk and BS sk variables described above). Obviously, STATA automatically drops those dummy variables that do not have at least two corresponding digital platform transactions. The dummy variables do not change the results significantly and the hypotheses are supported in the modified analysis.
Unbalanced Panel Data and Selection Bias
In our dataset, participants had an average of 10 transactions during the 20-month period of the study, indicating that each participant transacted on only 2.5 percent of the trading days. It is likely that the selection of trading days on the digital platform is entirely random and based solely on whether the participant has coffee lots to buy or sell on a specific day. If the selection of digital transaction dates is indeed random and uncorrelated with the error term, the parameter estimates in Table 4 are consistent (Wooldridge 2001).
However, consider the following situation where selection of transaction dates on the digital platform may not be entirely random. Participants have a choice between trading on the physical and digital platforms. For historical reasons and past familiarity with the physical platform, they may choose to transact on the digital platform only if the price difference between the digital and physical platforms is above a certain threshold or reservation value. This is analogous to the incidental truncation problem described in Wooldridge (2001, p. 578) for estimating the wage equation using a panel of individuals where wage data is only observed during months when the individual is working (that is, the wage is above an unobserved reservation wage for the individual). In such situations, selection for inclusion in the panel may be correlated with the error term and the estimation of parameters using only observed data is likely to be biased (Wooldridge 2001).
As suggested by Wooldridge (p. 582), we utilize the two-step Heckman selection procedure to correct for the impact of this selection bias on parameter estimates. The first stage of the Heckman requires a completely balanced panel of explanatory variables that predict the existence of a transaction on a specific date. We identify two factors that affect the existence of a digital transaction on a specific date First, the volume of coffee traded on the digital platform per month varies between 1 percent and 6.5 percent of total export volume, indicating that there are months in the year when participants find it beneficial to trade on the digital platform. Second, the likelihood of a transaction is higher during times when the overall coffee trading volume is high. Thus, in the first stage of the Heckman model, we use DF m (fraction of overall coffee export volume traded on the digital platform in month m) and TV m (total export volume of coffee in month m) as explanatory variables to predict the existence of a digital transaction on a specific date. We constructed a completely balanced panel of the TV m , DF m , and Z bd (Z sd ) variables for every buyer (seller) and for every date in the period of the study. The Heckman procedure estimates a logistic regression with Z bd (Z sd ) as the outcome variable, and TV m and DF m as independent variables. In the second stage of the Heckman procedure, the Mills ratio calculated from the logistic regression in the first stage is included as an independent variable, along with the other variables in Models A and B in the paper (Wooldridge 2001). If a participant had more than one transaction on the same day, we spread the transactions within the same month to construct the daily panel data.
The results of the analysis appear in Table A1 . As expected, the first stage of the Heckman analysis shows that transactions are more likely to occur during the months when the fraction of coffee traded online is high (the coefficient of the DF m variable is positive and significant at the 1 percent level). In the second stage, the coefficient for the Mills ratio from stage 1 of the Heckman procedure is not significant indicating that selection bias does not affect the parameter estimates. The coefficients of the focal variables in the models remain almost unchanged from 
